LITTLE BIRD® Specification sheet


Little Bird
- Type Ultra compact 2-way sealed speaker
- Drivers 4” (10cm) Polyflex cone midbass Aluminum dome tweeter
- Frequency response (±3dB) 89Hz – 25kHz
- Low frequency point (-6dB) 81Hz
- Sensitivity (2.83V/1m) 87dB
- Nominal impedance 8 Ohms
- Minimum impedance 3.5 Ohms
- Crossover frequency 2500Hz
- Recommended amplifier power 15 – 75W
- Dimensions (H x W x D) Tulipe: 8x4⅛”x5⅜” (202 x 119 x 130mm)
  Cocotte: 7⅝”x6⅜”x5⅜” (195 x 159 x 147mm)
- Weight 1.65lb (0.75kg)

Available in Diamond Black and Diamond White finishes

A true 2-way ultra compact hi-fi loudspeaker
Impressive sound power/dimension ratio with true bass frequencies
Wall, ceiling or table mounting

Flexible “Cocotte” and “Tulipe” stands with integrated cable route
Fire and UV proof ABS body
Optional floor stand

The smallest of the Bird family and perhaps the most impressive: never such a compact loudspeaker has recreated such a sound!
A sound that can become huge when Little Bird is combined with the Power Bird subwoofer/amplifier. Its innovative and sophisticated design enables a positioning on any support and rotation towards any chosen direction, very simply. Its minimalist dimensions make it a very unobtrusive and contemporary object.